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Music Examples, Music Copying
Scores and Parts

3817 Evanston Ave. N #205
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Charles Altieri on Contemporary Asian-American Poetry
Eduardo Cadava on Benjamin, Blanqui and Photography
J. Hillis Miller on Proust
William Egginton on Differends
Yuji Oniki on Marx and Georges Perec

SPECIAL ISSUE ON LACAN
Joan Copjec on the "Strut" of Vision
John Gasperoni on Lacan's Discourse of the Unconscious
Akira Mizuta Lippit on Psychoanalysis, X ray, and Cinema
Gabriel Riera on Heidegger and Lacan
Juliet Flower MacCannell on Jouissance between the Clinic and the Academy
Tracy McNulty on the Other Jouissance
Jacques-Alain Miller on the Monologue of l'appareil

FORTHCOMING
Judith Butler on Descartes
Adriana Caverero on Plato's Cave
Pierre Féconda on Georges Bataille and l'informe
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe on Heidegger, Adorno, and Hölderlin
Gianni Vattimo on Philosophy, Democracy, and Metaphysics

Inquiries, submissions, subscriptions:
qui parle / the Doreen B. Townsend Center for the Humanities
220 Stephens Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720-2340
e-mail: quiparle@socrates.berkeley.edu
www: http://socrates.berkeley.edu/quiparle

Annual subscription rates (two issues):
Individual $16
Student $10
Institution $30
Special Topic Volumes

Vol. 15/1: Schenkerian Theory
Vol. 16/1/2: History of Music Theory
Vol. 17/2: Musical Time

Recent Contributors include: Ian Bent, Thomas Christiansen, Thomas Mathiesen, William Pastille, Benito Rivera, Lee Rothfarb and Robert Wason

Volume 17/1 (Spring 1996)
Byron Almén, Prophets of the Decline: The Worldviews of Heinrich Schenker and Oswald Spengler; Ira Braus, Dancing to Haydn's Fiddle: A Reply to Floyd Grave's Metrical Dissonance in Haydn; Edward Pearsall, Multiple Hierarchies: Another Perspective on Prolongation; Student Forum, Gender Issues in Music Theory; Robert Hatten, reviews of John Rink, ed., The Practice of Performance: Studies in Musical Interpretation

Volume 17/2 (Fall 1996): Musical Time

Individuals $15/yr. $26/2 yrs
Institutions $18/yr $32/2 yrs.

Subscribers outside the USA should add $3/yr. for postage
Checks should be made payable to
Indiana University Foundation--ITR

Indiana Theory Review
School of Music, Indiana University, Bloomington IN 47405
New German Critique

An interdisciplinary journal of German studies

Editors: David Bathrick, Biddy Martin, Miriam Hansen, Andreas Huyssen, Anson G. Rabinbach, and Jack Zipes

New German Critique is the first American journal to develop a comprehensive discussion of German politics, social theory, art, and literature on an international level.

Number 69   Fall 1996

Special Issue on:

Richard Wagner

David J. Levin: Wagner and the Consequences
Slavoj Zizek: Wagner as a Lacanian
Christina von Braun: Wagner: A Poisonous Drink
Marc A. Weiner: Reading the Ideal
Susan Bernstein: In Formel: "Wagner und Liszt"
John Deathridge: Post-mortem on Isolde
David J. Levin: Antisemitism and Aesthetic Practice
Elisabeth Bronfen: Kundry's Laughter
Michael Steinberg: Music Drama and The End Of History
Andreas Huyssen: Monumental Seduction

Personal one-year subscriptions cost $30 in the US and $34.50 elsewhere. One-year institutional subscriptions cost $70.00 in the US and $80.50 elsewhere. Make checks payable in US funds, drawn on US Banks. Back issues are $13.00 each. Institutions pay $30.00. All back issues are still available. Send all correspondence to:

Telos Press, 431 E. 12th Street, New York, NY 10009
tel: 212-228-6479 fax: 212-228-6379
Friendship
A special issue of SAQ
Peter Murphy, special issue editor

Ancient Friends, Modern Enemies
Dwight Allman

Friendship and Desire
Fabio Ciaramelli

Spectral Philia and the Imaginary Institution of Needs
Marios Constantinou

Intellectual Friendship and the Elective Affinities of Critical Theory
John Ely

The Beauty of Friendship
Agnes Heller

Tone Dialing: A Conversation on Friendship with Ornette Coleman
Clara Gibson Maxwell

Friendship’s Eu-topia
Peter Murphy

On Friends and Enemies
Louis Ruprecht, Jr.

Weaving Friendship
Jean-Pierre Vernant

Please send ___ copies of Friendship (SAQ Volume 97, Number 1; Winter 1998) at $12 each.
In the U.S. please add $3 for the first copy and $1 for each additional copy to cover postage and handling.
Outside the U.S. please add $3 for each copy to cover postage and handling.

☐ I enclose my check, payable to Duke University Press.
☐ Please bill me. (No issues can be sent until payment is received.)
Please charge my ☐ MasterCard ☐ Visa ☐ American Express

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account Number</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>Daytime Phone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name

Address

City/State/Zip  S08E0

Send orders to Duke University Press, Journals Fulfillment, Box 90660, Durham, NC 27708-0660.
To place your journal order using a credit card, call toll free 1.888.DUP.JRNL (1.888.387.5765).
Fax: 919.688.3524, http://www.duke.edu/web/dupress/
STUDIES IN MEDIEVAL MUSIC
FESTSCHRIFT FOR ERNEST H. SANDERS

Edited by Peter M. Lefferts and Brian Seirup

Rebecca Baltzer  Aspects of Trope in the Earliest Motets for the Assumption of the Virgin
Margaret Bent  Subtiliter alternare: The Yoxford Motet O amicus / Precursoris
with David Howlett
Alexander Blachly  Some Observations on the “Germanic” Plainchant Tradition
Shai Burstyn  The “Arabian Influence” Thesis Revisited
Richard Crocker  Rhythm in Early Polyphony
Kurt von Fischer  Text Underlay in Landini’s Ballate for Three Voices
Sarah Fuller  Modal Tenors and Tonal Orientation in Motets of Guillaume de Machaut
Peter M. Lefferts  Cantilena and Antiphon: Music for Marian Services in Late Medieval England
Norman Smith  The Notation of Fractio Modi
Anne Bagnall Yardley  The Marriage of Heaven and Earth: A Late Medieval Source of the Consecratio virginum

Cloth $39.00  324 pages

Orders may be placed by sending a check or money order to Festschrift for Ernest Sanders, Department of Music, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA.
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